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OTHERS FOLLOW TRENDS.
WE SET THEM.
Making the impossible possible: you stand before this mission again and again. To
support you as best possible, we also make this demand of ourselves. At TEXPORT®
we have made it our mission from day one to produce high quality functional clothing
for both indoor and outdoor use. Over the years, our two main business divisions of
firewear and workwear have developed from that. The range of equipment varies from
functional outerwear such as jackets, trousers or overalls, to functional underlayers
and a variety of accessories. On request, we can also develop and produce special
items according to individual customer demands.

As a leading provider of fire-fighting attire, TEXPORT® does not just stand for the
best protection and highest degree of functionality, but also for a visually striking
appearance while on call and at representative public functions. Whether as independent service attire and uniforms, or as perfect supplements to our tried, tested,
world-renowned service attire –here TEXPORT® presents an extensive selection on
which many well-known clients already rely.
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Fig. Leader FR blouson men, QA20, black blue, 204
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MY MISSION IS VERY SIMPLE:
I TRY TO MAKE THE VERY BEST AND
TO ALWAYS STAY TRUE TO MY LINE
IN DOING SO.
From the beginning, there was a vision behind TEXPORT®.
When Otmar Schneider founded the business in 1992, he
had a clear goal in mind: to develop high-tech protective
clothing that would withstand extreme situations and
stand out for its practicability and functionality. Within a
few years, the family company soon began to grow, and
TEXPORT® now employs around 80 workers in Salzburg,
as well as approximately 520 seamsters and seamstresses
in Macedonia and Bulgaria. The products, developed and
manufactured by us at TEXPORT® ourselves, are brought
to market through our own sales teams across Europe.

Highest Quality for Absolute Safety
We take the responsibility towards our customers very
seriously and remain leaders in the areas of safety,
functionality and quality by continually improving
our products. All raw materials are strictly controlled
according to current guidelines. To keep improving
materials and processing methods, we carry out
ongoing practical tests.

Always There for You
The ideal product solution requires a detailed advisory
conversation, where all your demands and wishes can
be put to us. Therefore, our sales representatives are out
in the field internationally, to look after our customers
and business partners. We also design individual pieces
of clothing that conform 100 % to the customer’s
specifications. If a repair should be necessary, then of
course we will see it as our responsibility to provide
this service as quickly as possible. We are available
for you at all times through our extensive service and
trade network.

From Idea to Product –
All from One Place

Performance and Fit:
Our Promise to You
We don’t just provide a product that offers the best
possible protection – we provide a product that fulfils
the highest demands in terms of comfort, fit and
ergonomics. Even at the beginning of the development
process, close attention is paid to the best possible fit
and comfort. There, we not only keep an eye on body
types and shapes of the wearers, but work on the best
solutions to the smallest detail – from the position of the
pockets to the arrangement of the Velcro. Our bespoke
sizing system also makes it possible to optimally adapt
our clothing to nearly all wearers.

Innovative Solutions by Professionals,
for Professionals
Our ability to innovate sets us apart. Through our
research work, in recent years we have been able
to ensure that we have unique characteristics – for
example, through our patented material compositions
X-TREME® and X-TREME® light, our textile reflective
stripes TEXPORT® TRIPLE FABRIC® and HPX SYSTEM®
(High Performance eXchange System) and our in-house
ergonomically preformed knee pads.

Serial production only begins after intensive research
into the design and material composition has been
carried out and practical tests have been passed. For
production, all the raw materials, which are ordered
and checked in Salzburg, are transported to the
manufacturing floors in Macedonia and Bulgaria. There,
the clothing is meticulously and elaborately handcrafted
by trained workers.

Fig. TEXPORT® company founder and managing director Otmar Schneider
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* The icons refer to the entire product family.
The product characteristics differ within the family.
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X-PULSATE

FAMILY

PERFECTION
IN DETAIL
The TEXPORT® X-Pulsate family combines classic design with modern
elegance.
The ergonomically tailored clothing offers very agreeable wear comfort
thanks to the special stitching along with the elaborate finishing.
The new fabric (Nomex® / viscose) impresses with good mechanical
values and light weight. The fabric remains colour-fast even after several
washes and offers outstanding wash resistance.

*

* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Fig. X-Pulsate jacket FR, RA39, 204 and X-Pulsate trousers FR, QA61, 204
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Product characteristics differ within the family.
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X-PULSATE
JACKET & TROUSERS
X-PULSATE
SOFTSHELL

Stand-up collar (with hanger)
Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

The X-Pulsate Softshell is a breathable and very comfortably
tailored jacket. It has an especially soft collar which fits very
comfortably along the neck.

Name tag
(identification stripe)

The jacket can be worn alone or in combination with the
X-Pulsate Outdoor jacket.

Chest pockets
(inserted, left and right)
Napoleon pocket (integrated)
Inside pocket (left hand side, with
pen pocket and mobile phone pocket)
Front pockets
(inserted, left and right)

Cuff (width adjustable)
Droptail (optimal fit)

X-PULSATE
AIRY

RFID (electronic identification system)

Extended lumbar part (optimal fit)
The X-Pulsate Airy is the jacket for cold days. It is made
from a light and very durable nylon with a warm, G-Loft
padded lining.

Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)
Belt loops (hold function)

The jacket can be worn alone or in combination with the
X-Pulsate Outdoor jacket.

Front fly
(with zipper and snap closure)
Pockets (both sides)
Multifunction hook (tool attachment)

Cargo pockets (inserted, both sides,
with additionally side access)

AVAILABLE IN:
FLAME RESISTANT (FR) OR
NOT FLAME RESISTANT
10

Fig. X-Pulsate jacket FR, RA39, 204 and X-Pulsate trousers FR, QA61, 204

Back pockets (internal, left and right)
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X-PULSATE
Item description

Composition
code

Outer layer

Composition

Norm

R A 39

Nomex® viscose
Aramid / viscose

EN ISO 13688,
EN ISO 11612,
EN 1149-5

X-Pulsate trousers FR

Q A 61

Nomex® viscose

EN ISO 13688,
EN ISO 11612,
EN 1149-5

X-Pulsate jacket

Fabric polyester/
cotton

R A 40

Fabric polyester / cotton
Viscose / polyester

-

X-Pulsate trousers

Fabric polyester/
cotton

Q A 69

Fabric polyester / cotton

-

GORE®
Windstopper®

Q A 78

GORE® Windstopper®

-

Nylon

Q A 79

Nylon

-

X-Pulsate jacket Airy

X-Pulsate jacket Outdoor
X-Pulsate hood

GORE-TEX
3ly. laminate

Q A 73

GORE-TEX 3ly. laminate

X-PULSATE
JACKET & TROUSERS

X-PULSATE
SOFTSHELL

X-PULSATE
AIRY

Colour variants

X-Pulsate jacket FR

X-Pulsate jacket Softshell

X-PULSATE
JACKET & TROUSERS FR

-

204 black blue

204 black blue

203 dark blue

203 dark blue

204 black blue

460 black

X-PULSATE
OUTDOOR

203 dark blue

X-PULSATE
OUTDOOR
The X-Pulsate Outdoor jacket is made from a 3-layer laminate,
making it an especially thin all-weather jacket.
The Outdoor jacket can optionally be outfitted with a removable
hood (available separately).
It is the perfect addition to the Softshell and/or Airy jacket.

OPTIONAL:
WITH HOOD

OPTIONAL:
WITH HOOD
12
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FAMILY

LEADER

CLASSICAL OPTICS AND FIT
FOR SERVICE ON THE WATCH
The Leader Family is a proven line of service clothing with classic optics and fit. It has
practical equipment features for service on the fire watch such as for example storage
options for pens, generous pockets for key rings and much more.
As a variant with fireproof outer fabric and optional reflective striping on the trousers,
the Leader FR projects a protective quality when remaining in the hazardous area, e.g.
on the grounds of a factory.

FR = Flame Resistant

*

* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Fig. Leader FR blouson men, QA20, black blue 204 and Leader FR trousers, QA20, black blue 204
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Product characteristics differ within the family.
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LEADER FR
BLOUSON

LEADER FR
TROUSERS

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)
Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)
Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Pockets (both sides)

Chest pockets (inserted, left and right)

Front fly (with zipper)

Arm pocket (right, with pen pocket)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)

Cargo pockets (external, both sides,
right hand side with pen pocket and
internal mobile phone pocket)

RFID (electronic identification system)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Cuff (width adjustable)

Movement folds (increased movability)
Elastic band (fit)

Fig. Leader FR trousers, QA20, black blue 204

Fig. Leader FR blouson, QA20, black blue 204

Back pocket (external, right)
Belt loops (hold function)

The Leader FR has a flame resistant outer fabric.
With the optionally-available reflective striping on the trousers,
the Leader FR also offers protection when remaining in the
hazardous area for example on factory grounds.

FR = Flame Resistant
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LEADER
BLOUSON

LEADER
TROUSERS

Adjustable waist
(individually adjustable)
Pockets (both sides)
Front fly (with zipper)
Cargo pockets (External, both
sides, right hand side with pen
pocket and internal mobile
phone pocket)

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)
Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

RFID (electronic identification
system)

Chest pockets (external, left and right)
Arm pocket (right, with pen pocket)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Back pocket (external, right)

Movement folds (increased movability)
Elastic band (fit)

Fig. Leader trousers, QA23, gold 010

Cuff (width adjustable)

Fig. Leader trousers, QA08, black blue 204

Belt loops (hold function)

Fig. Leader blouson, QA08, black blue 204

Mobile phone pocket (internal)

LEADER
TROUSERS SHORT
The Leader is available as jacket, trousers and short trousers
in dark blue as well as trousers also available in gold.
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Fig. Leader trousers short, QA08, black blue 204

Front fly (with zipper)
Pockets (both sides)
Cargo pocket right
(external, with knife pocket)
RFID (electronic identification system)

Belt loops (hold function)
Back pocket (external, right)
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LEADER
PARKA

Stand-up collar (with hanger)
Stand-up collar (with hanger)
Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Name tag (identification stripe)
Chest pockets (external, left and right)
Chest pockets (external, left and right)
Drawcord (elastic, for waist adjustment)
Drawcord (elastic, for waist adjustment)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Connection zipper (for jacket
and thermal lining)

Connection zipper (for jacket
and thermal lining)

Inside pockets
(internal, left and right)

Inside pockets
(internal, left and right)

Inspection openings (internal)
Inspection openings (internal)
Wicking Barrier (moisture protection)
RFID (electronic identification system)
Fig. Leader parka, TA07, grey 451

RFID (electronic identification system)

Fig. Leader parka, TA07, black blue 204

Wicking Barrier (moisture protection)

The Leader parka constitutes the outer layer as protection against
inclement weather when doing calls outdoors. The parka offers the
option of having a rank insignia on the shoulder and thus guarantees
visual recognition of the wearer and/or assignment of that person
to the rescue organisation.
The dark blue variant has a standard name patch on the left breast.
In the grey variant, this can be added optionally.
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LEADER FLEECE INNER JACKET
ARM POCKET RIGHT

LEADER FLEECE INNER JACKET
ARM POCKET LEFT

Stand-up collar (with hanger)
Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Stand-up collar (with hanger)

BLUE GREY

BLUE GREY

Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Front pockets (inserted, left and right)

Front pockets (inserted, left and right)

RFID (electronic identification system)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Elbow reinforcement
(abrasion protection)

Fig. Leader Fleece inner jacket, QA12,
blue grey 208, arm pocket left

Arm pocket (left, with pen pocket)

Fig. Leader Fleece inner jacket, QA12,
blue grey 208, arm pocket right

Arm pocket (right, with pen pocket)

Elbow reinforcement
(abrasion protection)

NAVY

NAVY

22

Fig. Leader Fleece inner jacket, QA12,
navy 200, arm pocket left

Fig. Leader Fleece inner jacket, QA12,
navy 200, arm pocket right

The Leader Fleece inner jacket forms the middle,
insulated layer for service in the outdoor area or
the outer layer for service on the watch.
The Fleece inner jacket has an extremely comfortable and warming fleece-material and offers a
very pleasant wear comfort thanks to its blousoncut.
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LEADER
SOFTSHELL JACKET

LEADER
Item description

Stand-up collar (with hanger)
Sleeve (detachable)

Outer layer

Leader FR blouson
Leader FR trousers

Chest pockets (inserted, left and right)

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

Q A 20

Nomex® Comfort

EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 11612,
EN ISO 14116 Index 3

204 black blue

Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)

Leader blouson
Leader trousers
Leader trousers short

Polyester/cotton

Q A 08

Polyester/cotton

-

Leader trousers

Polyester/cotton

Q A 23

Polyester/cotton

-

Leader parka

Burano 2-layer

T A 07

Burano 2-layer
GORE-TEX

-

Leader Fleece inner jacket,
arm pocket left
Leader Fleece inner jacket,
arm pocket right

thermal fleece

Q A 12

thermal fleece

-

Leader Softshell jacket

Verona 3-layer

Q A 53

Verona 3-layer
Windstopper®

-

204 black blue

Fig. Leader Softshell jacket, QA53, black blue 204

RFID (electronic identification system)

The Leader Softshell jacket is warming and – thanks to the softshell
material – it is at the same time a breathable jacket. Thanks to removable sleeves, along with a soft stand-up collar, the softshell jacket
can be used as an all-weather jacket.
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Fig. Leader Softshell jacket, QA53, black blue 204

Drawcord (elastic, jacket closure)

SLEEVE
DETACHABLE

010 gold

204 black blue

451 grey

200 navy

208 blue grey

204 black blue

OFFICER UNIFORM

FAMILY

THE REPRESENTATIVE UNIFORM
FOR EVERY KIND OF WEATHER
The Officer Uniform is a representative uniform with a combinable parka as a rain protector. With the adaptable liner, inner trousers for the Officer Uniform trousers as well as the
thermal liner inner jacket for the parka, the Officer Uniform Family offers a representative
system of attire which can be adapted for every weather situation – even in the winter.

*

* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Fig. Officer Uniform jacket und Officer Uniform trousers, RA20, black blue 204
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Product characteristics differ within the family.
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OFFICER UNIFORM
JACKET

OFFICER UNIFORM
TROUSERS

Stand-up collar (with hanger)

Front fly (with zipper)

Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Stopper strap (optimal fit)
Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)

Chest pockets (external,
left and right)

Connection buttons
(for trousers and inner trousers)

Front pockets (inserted,
left and right)

Pockets (both sides)

RFID (electronic identification
system)

Movement folds (increased movability)

Cargo pockets (external, both sides, left hand
side with internal mobile phone pocket, right
hand side with pen pocket)

Fig. Officer Uniform trousers, RA20, black blue 204

Inspection openings
(internal)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Belt loops (hold function)
Back pockets (internal, left and right)

OFFICER UNIFORM
LINER INNER TROUSERS
Connection buttons (for trousers and inner trousers)
RFID (electronic identification system)

Fig. Officer Liner inner trousers, QA17, black 460
and Officer Uniform trousers, RA20, black blue 204

Mobile phone pocket (internal)

Fig. Officer Uniform jacket, RA20, black blue 204

Inside pockets (internal,
left and right)

The adaptable Liner inner trousers with
a PTFE membrane expands the Officer
Uniform Trousers into weather-protection gear. This makes the Officer Uniform
suitable for formal services indoors and
outdoors and is also variable enough to
be usable in every kind of weather.

OFFICER UNIFORM
PARKA

OFFICER UNIFORM
THERMAL LINING INNER JACKET

Stand-up collar (with hanger)
Rank tab (shoulder left and right,
grade identification)

Connection zipper
(for jacket and thermal lining)

Chest pockets (external, left and right)

Inside pockets (internal, left and right)

Napoleon pocket (integrated)

Mobile phone pocket (internal)

Front pockets (inserted, left and right)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Cuff (width adjustable)
Connection zipper
(for jacket and thermal lining)

Mobile phone pocket (internal)
Inspection openings (internal)
Wicking Barrier (moisture protection)

Fig. Officer Uniform parka, OA01, black blue 204

RFID (electronic identification
system)

Fig. Officer Uniform thermal lining inner jacket,
QA15, black 460

Inside pockets (internal, left and right)

The adaptable thermal lining expands the Officer
Uniform parka into a representative uniform garment also usable on cold days. The thermal lining
is zipped into the parka with a zipper. This makes
the Officer Uniform also suitable for formal duties
outdoors and variable enough to be used in every
kind of weather.

OFFICER UNIFORM
Item description
The Officer Uniform parka is the ideal outer layer for formal
assignments outdoors and provides protection against the
wind and the weather. The optionally-available thermal
lining inner jacket also serves as an insulating layer in the
winter.

Officer Uniform jacket
Officer Uniform trousers

Officer Liner inner trousers

Officer Uniform parka

Officer Uniform thermal lining
inner jacket
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Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm
EN 14058 *,
EN 343 *

Colour variants

Uniform fabric

R A 20

Uniform fabric
Poly-viscose

Windstopper Liner

Q A 17

Windstopper Liner
flannel

EN 14058,
EN 343

460 black

Uniform fabric

O A 01

Uniform fabric

EN 14058,
EN 343

204 black blue

ThinsulateTM

Q A 15

ThinsulateTM

EN 14058,
EN 343

460 black

204 black blue

*applies to jacket; for trousers
only in combination with
Liner inner trousers
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EXECUTIVE

FAMILY

THE SPECIALIST
FOR NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA (NRW)
The Executive family is the service and uniform clothing for fire brigades and rescue organisations with the specialised requirements from the German State of North Rhine-Westphalia
(NRW).
The Executive blouson is available in different configurations in fireproof, with extra sleeve
pockets or with stick. The Executive trousers are available both as uniform and work trousers
along with the fireproof variant, which covers all of the customer’s individual needs. The
Uniform sports jacket completes the product family, making it a complete package.

*

Fig. Executive Uniform blouson NRW, arm pocket right with stick, RA04, black blue 204
and Executive Uniform trousers NRW, RA04, black blue 204
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* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Product characteristics differ within the family.
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EXECUTIVE FR
BLOUSON NRW

EXECUTIVE FR
TROUSERS NRW

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)

Front fly (with zipper)

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)
Pockets (both sides)

Chest pockets (external, left and right)
Cargo pockets (external, both sides,
right hand side with pen pocket and
internal mobile phone pocket)

Arm pocket (right, with pen pocket)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)

RFID (electronic identification
system)

Cuff (width adjustable)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)

Movement folds (increased movability)
Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)
Elastic band (fit)

Fig. Executive FR blouson NRW
arm pocket right, RA15, dark blue 203

RFID (electronic identification
system)

Fig. Executive FR trousers, QA07, dark blue 203

Belt loops (hold function)
Inspection openings (internal)

Back pocket (external, right)

The Executive FR blouson and trousers is the service clothing for
the specialised requirements in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW).
Equipped with numerous pockets in jackets and trousers, this
attire offers sufficient space for all of the requirements in service
and also has a fire resistant outer layer.

FR = Flame Resistant
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EXECUTIVE UNIFORM
BLOUSON NRW, ARM POCKET RIGHT, STICK

EXECUTIVE UNIFORM
BLOUSON NRW, ARM POCKET RIGHT

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Chest pockets (external, left and right)
Fig. Executive Uniform blouson NRW, arm pocket
right, RA04, black blue 204

Arm pocket (right, with pen pocket)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)
Inspection openings (internal)
RFID (electronic identification system)

Fig. Executive Uniform blouson NRW, arm pocker right, stick,
RA04, black blue 204

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)

Chest pockets (external, left and right)
Stick (Firewear)
Arm pocket (right, with pen pocket)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)
Inspection openings (internal)

Movement folds (increased movability)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Elastic band (fit)

Movement folds (increased movability)
Elastic band (fit)

EXECUTIVE UNIFORM
BLOUSON NRW

EXECUTIVE UNIFORM
SPORTS JACKET NRW
Collar (with hanger)

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Chest pockets (external, left and right)

Front pocket (inserted, left)

Front pockets (inserted, left and right)

Stick (Firewear)

Fig. Executive Uniform blouson NRW,
RA04, black blue 204

Cuff (width adjustable)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)
Inspection openings (internal)
RFID (electronic identification system)
Movement folds (increased movability)

Fig. Executive Uniform sports jacket NRW,
RA20, black blue 204

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)

Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)
RFID (electronic identification system)

Elastic band (fit)

The Executive Uniform blouson is available in the different
configurations standard, with additional sleeve pocket on the
right as well as with stick and sleeve pocket on the right.
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The Executive Uniform sports jacket completes the
product line, making it a complete package.
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EXECUTIVE UNIFORM
TROUSERS NRW

EXECUTIVE UNIFORM
TROUSERS WORKER

Front fly (with zipper)

Stopper strap (optimal fit)

Stopper strap (optimal fit)

Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)

Adjustable waist (individually adjustable)

Pockets (both sides)

Pockets (both sides)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Cargo pockets (external, both sides)

Belt loops (hold function)

Fig. Executive Uniform trousers NRW, RA04, black blue 204

Back pockets (internal, left and right)

Fig. Executive Uniform trousers Worker, RA06, black blue 204

Front fly (with zipper)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Belt loops (hold function)
Back pockets (internal, left and right)

EXECUTIVE
Item description

Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

Executive FR blouson NRW

R A 15

Nomex® viscose

EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 11612,
EN ISO 14116 Index 3

Executive FR trousers NRW

Q A 07

Nomex® viscose

EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 11612,
EN ISO 14116 Index 3

Executive Uniform blouson NRW,
arm pocket right
Executive Uniform blouson NRW,
arm pocket right, stick
Executive Uniform blouson NRW

Uniform fabric

R A 04

Uniform fabric

-

Executive Uniform sports jacket NRW

Uniform fabric

R A 20

Uniform fabric

-

Executive Uniform trousers NRW

Uniform fabric

R A 04

Uniform fabric
polyester

-

Executive Uniform trousers Worker

Uniform fabric

R A 06

Uniform fabric
cotton

-

203 dark blue

203 dark blue

204 black blue

204 black blue

The Executive Uniform trousers NRW is a pair of trousers in a consciously plain
design for formal occasions.
The Executive Uniform trousers Worker are designed as work trousers with
cargo pockets as well as larger back pockets and thus fulfills the requirements
of fire-fighting personnel when they are at work on the watch.

204 black blue

204 black blue
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COMMANDER

FAMILY

THE SPECIALIST
FOR BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG (BDW)
The Commander family is specially designed for use in Baden-Württemberg (BDW).
The Commander encompasses a complete packet consisting of a service jacket, blouson,
trousers, softshell jacket as well as a weatherproof parka with thermal lining. It equips the
first responder year-round for service on the watch or for representative activities. The Lion
of the Staufen family with a reference to the State coat of arms, rounds out the family visually.

*

* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Fig. Commander FR blouson BDW, RA02, dark blue 203 and Commander FR trousers BDW, QA07, dark blue 203
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Product characteristics differ within the family.
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COMMANDER FR
JACKET BDW

COMMANDER FR
TROUSERS BDW

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)
Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Front fly (with zipper)

Name tag (identification stripe)

Pockets (both sides)

Front pocket (inserted, right)

Cargo pockets (external, both sides, left
hand side with internal mobile phone pocket)

Stick (Firewear)

Stick (Firewear)

Radio pocket (inserted, left,
with antenna opening)

Napoleon pocket (integrated)

Back print (Firewear)

Front pockets (inserted,
left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Drawcord (elastic, jacket closure)
Inside pockets (internal,
left and right)

Fig. Commander FR trousers BDW, QA07, dark blue 203

Antenna and microphone tab
(guide and holder)

Fig. Commander FR jacket BDW, RA02, dark blue 203

RFID (electronic identification system)

RFID (electronic identification system)

COMMANDER FR
BLOUSON BDW
Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)
Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)
Name tag (identification stripe)

Stick (Firewear)
Radio pocket (inserted, left,
with antenna opening)
Antenna and microphone tab
(guide and holder)
Napoleon pocket (integrated)
Front pockets
(inserted, left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Inside pockets (internal,
left and right)

Back print (Firewear)
Elastic band (fit)

Fig. Commander FR blouson BDW, RA02, dark blue 203

Front pocket (inserted, right)

The Commander family is specially designed
for use in Baden-Württemberg (BDW).
Jacket, blouson and trousers constitute the
clothing for service in the watch with the
special requirements in BDW.
The Commander FR design has a specialised
flame resistant outer layer.

RFID (electronic identification system)
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FR = Flame Resistant

Belt loops (hold function)
Back pockets (internal, left and right)

COMMANDER
JACKET BDW

COMMANDER
TROUSERS BDW

Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)
Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

Front fly (with zipper)

Name tag (identification stripe)

Pockets (both sides)

Front pocket (inserted, right)

Cargo pockets (external, both sides, left
hand side with internal mobile phone pocket)

Stick (Firewear)

Stick (Firewear)

Radio pocket (inserted, left,
with antenna opening)

Napoleon pocket (integrated)

Back print (Firewear)

Front pockets (inserted,
left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Drawcord (elastic, jacket closure)
Inside pockets (internal,
left and right)

Fig. Commander trousers BDW, RA22, dark blue 203

Antenna and microphone tab
(guide and holder)

Fig. Commander jacket BDW, RA01, dark blue 203

RFID (electronic identification system)
Belt loops (hold function)
Back pockets (internal, left and right)

RFID (electronic identification system)

COMMANDER
BLOUSON BDW
Collar (width adjustable, with hanger)
Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)
Name tag (identification stripe)
Front pocket (inserted, right)

The Commander family is specially designed for use
in Baden-Württemberg (BDW).

Stick (Firewear)

Antenna and microphone tab
(guide and holder)
Napoleon pocket (integrated)
Front pockets
(inserted, left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Inside pockets (internal,
left and right)
RFID (electronic identification system)
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Jacket, blouson and trousers form the attire for service
on the watch with the special requirements in BDW.

Back print (Firewear)
Elastic band (fit)

Fig. Commander blouson BDW, RA01, dark blue 203

Radio pocket (inserted, left,
with antenna opening)
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COMMANDER UNIFORM
PARKA BDW

COMMANDER UNIFORM
THERMAL LINING INNER JACKET BDW

Connection zipper (for jacket
and thermal lining)

OPTIONAL:
WITH HOOD

Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)

Stand-up collar (with hanger)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Chest pockets (inserted, left and right)
Napoleon pocket (integrated)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)

Drawcord (elastic, for waist adjustment)
Drawcord (elastic, jacket closure)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Connection zipper
(for jacket and thermal lining)
Wicking Barrier (moisture protection)
Inspection openings (internal)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)
Mobile phone pocket (internal)
RFID (electronic identification system)

Fig. Commander Uniform parka BDW, OA03, dark blue 203

Stick (Firewear)

Fig. Commander Uniform thermal lining inner jacket BDW,
QA19, black 460

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)

The Commander Uniform parka BDW is the ideal outer layer for formal assignments outdoor and protects against wind and weather.
The optionally available thermal lining inner jacket serves as an
additional insulating layer in the winter.

Connection buttons (for jacket and hood)
Back print (Firewear)
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With the optionally available hood, the outfit provides protection
in every weather.

COMMANDER

COMMANDER
SOFTSHELL JACKET BDW

Item description

Stand-up collar (with hanger)

Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

Commander FR jacket BDW
Commander FR blouson BDW

R A 02

Nomex® viscose

-

Commander FR trousers BDW

Q A 07

Nomex® viscose

-

Commander jacket BDW
Commander blouson BDW

R A 01

Nomex® viscose

-

203 dark blue

203 dark blue

Shoulder tunnel for rank tab
(left and right, for grade identification)
Micro loops (chest, left and right side)

203 dark blue

Chest pockets (inserted, left and right)
Name tag (identification stripe)
Fig. Commander Softshell jacket BDW, TA01, black blue 204

Stick (Firewear)
Napoleon pocket (integrated)
Front pockets (inserted, left and right)
Cuff (width adjustable)
Drawcord (elastic, jacket closure)
RFID (electronic identification system)

Back print (Firewear)

Commander trousers BDW

Polyester/cotton

R A 22

Polyester/cotton

-

Commander Uniform parka BDW
Commander Uniform hood BDW

Polyester/cotton

O A 03

Polyester/cotton
Liner/PES

-

Commander Uniform thermal lining
inner jacket BDW

Quilted lining polyester

Q A 19

Quilted lining polyester

-

Commander Softshell jacket BDW

Softshell PTFE

T A 01

Softshell PTFE

-

Fig. Commander Softshell jacket BDW, TA01, black blue 204

The Commander Softshell jacket BDW is a warming and at the
same time a breathable jacket thanks to the softshell-material.
The jacket has a comfortable, soft stand-up collar and pleasant
wear comfort.
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203 dark blue

203 dark blue

460 black

204 black blue

POLO PREMIUM

FAMILY

PERFORMANCE
FOR DAILY USE
The Polo Premium distinguishes itself through special wash-resistant qualities as well
as a stretchable, odour-inhibiting material. This makes it ideal for daily use, if periods
of physical activity alternate with rest periods.
The garment is available as a long-sleeved or short-sleeved variant, depending on the
preferences of the user. Additionally, the product is also usable as functional clothing
underneath fire-fighting clothing.

Fig. Polo Premium short sleeve, dark blue 203
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POLO PREMIUM
SHORT SLEEVE

POLO PREMIUM
LONG SLEEVE

Collar (with front fly)

Collar (with front fly)

RFID (electronic identification system)

Cuff (with elastic band)

Fig. Polo Premium long sleeve, dark blue 203

Fig. Polo Premium short sleeve, dark blue 203

RFID (electronic identification system)

POLO PREMIUM
Item description

Polo Premium short sleeve
Polo Premium long sleeve

Outer layer

Pique Tencel / rPET

Composition
code

P O 01

Composition

Pique Tencel / rPET

Norm

Colour variants

-

203 dark blue
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ACCESSORIES

FAMILY

ACCESSORIES
FOR STATIONWEAR
The TEXPORT® accessories supplements the station wear product
families as needed with the something extra. These are usable for
all the families.**

*

* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Product characteristics differ within the family.
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** In a modified look separate epaulettes are available
for the X-Pulsate family.
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FABRIC BELT ANTI-STATIC FR

EPAULETTES NEUTRAL

Belt buckle (infinitely adjustable)
Belt strap (elastic)

Velcro
for fixation

GRADE IDENTIFICATION
FOR THE OFFICIAL OCCASIONS
The epaulettes make it possible to display a grade identification for official occasions.
They are tucked into the shoulder tunnel* on the jacket and fixed in place using Velcro.

BEST FIT
IN EVERY POSITION

* only included on selected jackets

The fabric belt anti-static FR consists of a fire-resistant material, is anti-static
and continuously adjustable. It acts as an accessory for all trousers (specifically
also the fireproof duty trousers) and offers the same fit in every position.

Item description

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

Fabric belt anti-static FR

-

F T 01

-

-

Austria epaulettes neutral with Velcro

-

D A 01

-

-

FR = Flame Resistant
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Outer layer

460 black

204 black blue

Fig. Commander FR blouson BDW, RA02, dark blue 203
in combination with epaulettes neutral

ACCESSORIES

NOTES
TEXPORTACTIONDAYS
TEXPORT.AT/ACTION-DAYS

TEXPORT® GmbH

Franz Sauer Str. 30
5020 Salzburg, Austria

+43 (0)662 423 244
+43 (0)662 423 243

office@texport.at
texport.at

Status: Spring 2022 | typing errors, printing errors and changes reserved.
Due to typographical conditions, differences in colour between the images in the catalogue and the original products may occur.

Version 1.0

Fig. Executive Uniform blouson NRW, arm pocket right with stick, RA04, black blue 204
and Executive Uniform trousers NRW, RA04, black blue 204
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* The icons refer to the whole product family.
Product characteristics differ within the family.

TEXPORT.AT

ACCESSORIES

POLO PREMIUM

COMMANDER

EXECUTIVE

X-PULSATE

OFFICER UNIFORM

*

LEADER

EXECUTIVE

UNIFORM, SERVICEWEAR AND WORKWEAR

STATIONWEAR

FAMILY

X-PULSATE

LEADER

Item description

Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

X-Pulsate jacket FR

R A 39

Nomex® viscose
Aramid / viscose

EN ISO 13688,
EN ISO 11612,
EN 1149-5

X-Pulsate trousers FR

Q A 61

Nomex® viscose

EN ISO 13688,
EN ISO 11612,
EN 1149-5

Fabric polyester/
cotton

R A 40

Fabric polyester / cotton
Viscose / polyester

-

Fabric polyester/
cotton

Q A 69

Fabric polyester / cotton

-

GORE®
Windstopper®

Q A 78

GORE® Windstopper®

-

X-Pulsate jacket

204 black blue

204 black blue

203 dark blue

Item description

COMMANDER
Outer layer

Leader FR blouson
Leader FR trousers

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

Q A 20

Nomex® Comfort

EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 11612,
EN ISO 14116 Index 3

Leader blouson
Leader trousers
Leader trousers short

Polyester/cotton

Q A 08

Polyester/cotton

-

Leader trousers

Polyester/cotton

Q A 23

Polyester/cotton

-

204 black blue

204 black blue

010 gold

Item description

Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

Commander FR jacket BDW
Commander FR blouson BDW

R A 02

Nomex® viscose

-

Commander FR trousers BDW

Q A 07

Nomex® viscose

-

Commander jacket BDW
Commander blouson BDW

R A 01

Nomex® viscose

-

OFFICER UNIFORM
THERMAL LINING INNER JACKET

203 dark blue

203 dark blue

Connection zipper
(for jacket and thermal lining)
Inside pockets (internal, left and right)

203 dark blue

Mobile phone pocket (internal)
RFID (electronic identification system)

X-Pulsate jacket Softshell

X-Pulsate jacket Airy

X-Pulsate jacket Outdoor
X-Pulsate hood

Nylon

Q A 79

Nylon

-

GORE-TEX
3ly. laminate

Q A 73

GORE-TEX 3ly. laminate

-

203 dark blue

204 black blue

460 black

Officer Uniform jacket
Officer Uniform trousers

Officer Liner inner trousers

Officer Uniform parka

Burano 2-layer

Leader Fleece inner jacket,
arm pocket left
Leader Fleece inner jacket,
arm pocket right

thermal fleece

Leader Softshell jacket

Verona 3-layer

T A 07

Burano 2-layer
GORE-TEX

-

Q A 12

thermal fleece

-

Q A 53

Verona 3-layer
Windstopper®

-

204 black blue

451 grey

200 navy

208 blue grey

204 black blue

203 dark blue

OFFICER UNIFORM
Item description

Leader parka

EXECUTIVE
Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Uniform fabric

R A 20

Uniform fabric
Poly-viscose

Windstopper Liner

Q A 17

Windstopper Liner
flannel

Uniform fabric

O A 01

Uniform fabric

Norm
EN 14058 *,
EN 343 *

Colour variants

204 black blue

*applies to jacket; for trousers
only in combination with
Liner inner trousers

EN 14058,
EN 343

EN 14058,
EN 343

460 black

204 black blue

Item description

Polyester/cotton

Commander Uniform oarka BDW
Commander Uniform hood BDW

Polyester/cotton

ThinsulateTM

Q A 15

ThinsulateTM

EN 14058,
EN 343

460 black

Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Colour variants

R A 15

Nomex® viscose

EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 11612,
EN ISO 14116 Index 3

Executive FR trousers NRW

Q A 07

Nomex® viscose

EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 11612,
EN ISO 14116 Index 3

Executive Uniform sports jacket NRW

Polyester/cotton
Liner/PES

-

Q A 19

Quilted lining polyester

-

Commander Softshell jacket BDW

Softshell PTFE

T A 01

Softshell PTFE

-

203 dark blue

Item description

Polo Premium short sleeve
Polo Premium long sleeve

203 dark blue

203 dark blue

460 black

204 black blue

The adaptable thermal lining expands the Officer
Uniform parka into a representative uniform garment also usable on cold days. The thermal lining
is zipped into the parka with a zipper. This makes
the Officer Uniform also suitable for formal duties
outdoors and variable enough to be used in every
kind of weather.

Outer layer

Pique Tencel / rPET

Composition
code

P O 01

Composition

Norm

Pique Tencel / rPET

Colour variants

-

203 dark blue

OFFICER UNIFORM

203 dark blue

Item description

Outer layer

ACCESSORIES
Uniform fabric

R A 04

Uniform fabric

-

204 black blue

Officer Uniform jacket
Officer Uniform trousers

Uniform fabric

R A 20

Uniform fabric

-

Uniform fabric

R A 04

Uniform fabric
polyester

-

Uniform fabric

R A 06

Uniform fabric
cotton

-

Outer layer

Composition
code

Composition

Norm

Composition
code

F T 01

-

-

Windstopper Liner

Q A 17

Windstopper Liner
flannel

EN 14058,
EN 343

460 black

Uniform fabric

O A 01

Uniform fabric

EN 14058,
EN 343

204 black blue

ThinsulateTM

Q A 15

ThinsulateTM

EN 14058,
EN 343

460 black

204 black blue

204 black blue

-

D A 01

-

-

204 black blue

Officer Uniform thermal lining
inner jacket

EN 14058 *,
EN 343 *

Colour variants

R A 20

460 black

Officer Uniform parka

Norm

Uniform fabric

Colour variants
Officer Liner inner trousers

-

Composition

Uniform fabric
Poly-viscose

204 black blue

Austria epaulettes neutral with Velcro

Executive Uniform trousers Worker

O A 03

Quilted lining polyester

Fabric belt anti-static FR

Executive Uniform trousers NRW

-

Commander Uniform thermal lining
inner jacket BDW

Item description
Officer Uniform thermal lining
inner jacket

R A 22

Polyester/cotton

POLO PREMIUM

Executive FR blouson NRW

Executive Uniform blouson NRW,
arm pocket right
Executive Uniform blouson NRW,
arm pocket right, stick
Executive Uniform blouson NRW

Commander trousers BDW

Fig. Officer Uniform thermal lining inner jacket,
QA15, black 460

X-Pulsate trousers

204 black blue

*applies to jacket; for trousers
only in combination with
Liner inner trousers
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